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A unique villa in a privileged location La Sella Golf Resort, Costa Blanca.
Reference

D556214
Operation

For sale
Building Type

Resale
Location
Property Type
Bedrooms / Bathrooms

5/5
Size

1000 m 2 Build / 3500 m 2 Plot
Price

3,500,000

An outstanding villa with a unique design in a privileged location, within the prestigious La Sella Golf Resort, Costa Blanca.
The villa is built on 3 floors, connected with an elevator, it has a total of 5 bedrooms all with en suite bathrooms, and is
divided into two independent living areas, the main area and the right-wing of the property which is for guests. The main
living area which is on the first floor has 2 very spacious living rooms, joined with the dining room, all rooms have large
windows with panoramic views to the sea and overlooking the golf course, access to a huge terrace with a swimming pool.
On the same floor, there is also a fully fitted professional kitchen, an outside kitchen, an inside patio connected to the
office and the library, one bedroom with an adjacent living room and own terrace, 2 walk-in wardrobes, and a bathroom.
On the upper floor, there is a very ample game-living room, a bedroom, and a bathroom. On the ground floor, in the rightwing, there is an independent living area with 3 bedrooms each with a bathroom en suite and a fully fitted kitchen. Via the
garage that has space for 8 cars, there is access to the wine cellar, sauna, gym, laundry, and some storage rooms. The villa
has been built with concrete, has large concrete walls, the floor is premium white marble, bedrooms with parquet flooring,
all rooms in the house are very spacious, there are large windows made of steel, the ceilings of the entire house are high,
the exterior pavement surrounding the pool and terraces is made of Iroko wood.
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